
Cork stoppers and cork spouts

Wine corks
Our corks stoppers are made of catalan cork of the province of Girona (NE Spain), with high 
density and ideal for reserve wines.

They are cylindrical corks stoppers 54x24mm, 49x24mm, 44x24mm and 39x24mm in qualities: 
extra, first, second, third ... with sealing proces and any other quality that the customer needs.

We also manufacture corks stoppers with larger diameters (26mm, 28mm ...)

The corks stoppers are treated and ready for bottling in compliance with current regulations, 
inerted, packed in bacuum bags with SO2, cardboard boxes, and these can be marked with the 
logo of the winery.
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Conical corks
Conical shape corks to give a better adaptation and security. Reusable.

Made of natural or agglomerated cork.

All sizes, from 4mm to 200m.

Demijohns (big tapered cork)
Tapered big corks for demijohns, jars or pots.

Made of natural or agglomerate cork.

All sizes and thickness.

Conical cork stopper
Conical cork for bottles, tubes, chemistry ...

Made of natural or agglomerated cork.

All sizes.
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Bark corks
Bark conical corks with decorative appearance.

Only made in natural cork.

Also used for barrels.

Barrel corks
Conical cork used for barrel closing.

Made of bark in the conical part.

All sizes.

Bark corks
Bark made corks wich gives to the cork a more decorative appearance.
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Cork stoppers with caps
Cork stopper made of natural or agglomerated cork. 

Also with wood or plastic capsule.

 Cork stoppers used for those who want to add a decoration in its capping and image of 
quality.
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Galets
This product is mainly used for oil bottles, vinegar bottles, cruet sets and other containers 
where you have to dose the liquid.

It is made of natural cork or agglomerate, conical or fusiform and with plastic alimentary cane.

Galet Anna
Thought for quality oils wich look for a conjugation between a design and handy product.

The same cork that closes the bottle, becomes a spout once the interior security cork is 
removed.

Made of natural or dyed wood with a cork body of good quality and plastic chromeplated 
cane

Cork spouts
Natural cork spout with a fusiform shape and a plastic alimentary cane for olive oil or 
vinegar.

Bottles of 1 liter, 3/4 liter and 1/2 liter.

Length 45mm. or 55mm.
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Agglomerated conical cork spout
Agglomerated conical cork spout with alimentary plastic cane.

Any diameter.
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